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The information, numerical data, notes and value

judgments contained in this documentation repre-

sent the current state of scientific knowledge and

state-of-the-art technology as we understand it

following thorough investigation in this field.

We are under no obligation to update the present

manual periodically and on an ongoing basis

according to the latest technical developments,

nor to provide our customers with additional cop-

ies, updates etc. of this manual.

For erroneous statements, drawings, technical

illustrations etc. contained in this manual we

exclude liability as far as permissible according to

the national legal system applicable in each indi-

vidual case. In particular, no liability whatsoever is

accepted for any financial loss or consequential

damage caused by or related to compliance with

statements or other information in this manual.

Statements, drawings, illustrations and other

information as regards contents or technical

details of the present manual are not to be con-

sidered as warranted characteristics of our

products.

These are determined only by the contract provi-

sions agreed between ourselves and our cus-

tomers.

Leica reserves the right to change technical

specifications as well as manufacturing process-

es without prior notice. Only in this way is it pos-

sible to continuously improve the technology and

manufacturing techniques used in our products.

This document is protected under copyright

laws. All copyrights of this document are

retained by Leica Biosystems Nussloch GmbH.

Any reproduction of text and illustrations (or of

any parts thereof) by means of print, photocopy,

microfiche, web cam or other methods—includ-

ing any electronic systems and media—requires

express prior permission in writing by Leica

Biosystems Nussloch GmbH.

For the instrument serial number and year of

manufacture, please refer to the nameplate on

the back of the instrument.

© Leica Biosystems Nussloch GmbH

NOTE

Published by:

Leica Biosystems Nussloch GmbH

Heidelberger Str. 17 - 19

D-69226 Nussloch

Germany

Phone: +49 (0) 62 24 143-0

Fax: +49 (0) 62 24 143-268

Internet http://www.leica-microsystems.com
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1. Important information

Fig. 1

Designated use

The Leica CV5030 is a robotic coverslipper for

coverslipping tissue sections, cells or swabs

mounted on specimen slides with cover slips

made out of glass using a wide variety of differ-

ent cover slip mountants.

(5)

START

Symbols in the text and their meanings

Instrument type

All information contained in this Operating Manual

applies solely to the device type listed on the

cover page.

A name plate with serial number is attached to

the rear of the instrument. (The serial number is

also displayed above the loading door on the

front side of the instrument.)

Qualification of personnel

• The Leica CV5030 may be operated by trained

laboratory personnel only.

• All laboratory personnel designated to oper-

ate the Leica CV5030 must read this Operat-

ing Manual carefully and must be familiar with

all technical features of the instrument before

attempting to operate the Leica CV5030.

Function keys to be pressed on the
touch screen are written in bold
capital letters.

Numbers given in parentheses refer to
positions in illustrations.

Notes,
i.e. important information for the user,
are highlighted in gray and marked by

the  symbol.

Caution notes
are highlighted in gray and marked by

a  warning triangle.

Any other use of the instrument repre-
sents an unauthorized operation.
Failure to adhere to these instructions
may result in an accident, personal
injury, damage to the instrument or
accessory equipment.

Solvents and reagents that are inflam-
mable are identified using this
symbol.
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2. Safety

2.1 Safety notes

This Operating Manual contains important

instructions and information for the operational

safety and maintenance of the instrument.

It is an important component of the instrument

and must be read carefully prior to setup and use

and kept close to the instrument.

The Operating Manual must be ex-
panded by corresponding instructions
if this becomes necessary due to ex-
isting national regulations on acci-
dent prevention and environmental
protection in the country where the
instrument is operated.

The safety and caution notes in this chapter must be observed at all times.
The user should read these notes even if he or she is familiar with the operation and use of
Leica equipment.

The protective devices located on the instrument and the accessories must not be removed or
modified. The instrument must only be opened and repaired by service technicians authorized
by Leica.

2.2 Caution notes

The safety devices attached to this instrument by the manufacturer form only the basis for acci-

dent prevention. The main responsibility for accident-free operation lies primarily with the busi-

nessperson where the instrument is operated, as well as the persons he or she designates for

operating, maintaining or repairing the instrument.

To ensure perfect operation of the instrument, the following notes and cautions must be observed.

This instrument has been built and tested in

accordance with the safety regulations for elec-

trical measuring, control, regulating and labora-

tory devices.

To maintain this condition and ensure safe oper-

ation, the user must observe all notes and warn-

ings contained in this Operating Manual.

For current information about applica-
ble standards, please refer to the
CE declaration for the instrument on
our Internet site:
http://www.leica-microsystems.com
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2. Safety

• The instrument must be transported in an upright position only (use transport anchors!).
   Two persons are required when lifting or carrying the instrument!
•  The Leica CV5030 is intended for use in enclosed rooms only.
•  Connect the instrument to a grounded power socket only using one of the power cables pro-

vided. The protective function must not be removed through the use of an extension cord
without protective conductor. The instrument automatically detects the voltage/frequency
to which it is connected.

•  The installation location must be well ventilated, and must contain no sources of ignition of
any kind. The chemicals to be used in the Leica CV 5030 are easily inflammable and hazard-
ous to health.

•  Do not operate the instrument in rooms with explosion hazard.
•  Exposure to extreme temperature changes between storage and installation locations and

high air humidity may cause condensation inside the instrument. In this case, a two-hour
waiting period must be maintained before switching on the instrument. If the waiting period
is not maintained, the instrument may be damaged.

•  The instrument must be leveled carefully before commissioning (for more information, refer
to Chapter 4.3, "Initial Commissioning").

Warnings – Transport and installation

Warnings – Operating the instrument

• The Leica CV5030 may be operated by trained laboratory personnel only.

• It may only be used according to its intended use and the instructions in this Operating
Manual.

• In the event of an emergency, switch off the power switch and unplug the instrument from
the power supply.

• When working with reagents, wear suitable protective clothing (lab coat, gloves, safety
glasses).
Avoid skin contact with solvents or cover slip mountants.

• Make sure that mountant is applied in the correct amount (for additional information, refer
to Chapter 5.4, "The configuration menu").
Excess mountant can run from the specimen slide onto the work surface and the transport
belt of the bath insert, thus impairing the movement of parts of the instrument (refer also to
Chapter 6, "Cleaning and Maintenance").

• During operation, do not block motor-driven components with objects or manual interference.
There is a risk of injury from broken glass!

• Do not tilt the transfer module manually!
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Warnings – cleaning and maintenance

Material safety data sheets for reagents can be requested from the respective manufacturer of
the chemical.
Alternatively, they can be downloaded from the following website:
http://www.msdsonline.com

2. Safety

• Before each cleaning, switch the instrument off and unplug it from the power supply.

• Only authorized and qualified service personnel may access the internal components of the
instrument for service and repair.

• When cleaning the surfaces, do not use scouring powders or solvents containing acetone,
chlorine or xylene.

• Clean the hood and housing using mild commercial household cleaners. The finished
surfaces are not resistant to solvents!

• Prevent liquids from entering the interior of the instrument while the instrument is being
cleaned or during operation.

Warnings – Handling reagents

• Take care when handling solvents!
When handling the chemicals used in this instrument, always wear gloves and safety glasses.

• The reagents used can be toxic and/or flammable.

• When using cleaners, comply with the safety instructions of the manufacturer and the safety
regulations of your laboratory!

• Dispose of used reagents while observing applicable local regulations and the disposal
regulations of your company/lab.

• Be absolutely certain to operate the instrument either with the active carbon filter provided
or with an exhaust hose, as even when the instrument is used according to its designated
use, solvents arise that are both hazardous to health and inflammable!

• There is a fire hazard when working with open flame (e.g. Bunsen burners) in the immediate
vicinity of the instrument (solvent vapors).
Therefore, maintain a minimum safety distance of 3 meters!

Warnings – Operating the instrument (continued)
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3. Instrument Components and Specifications

3.1 Overview — instrument components

Unit cover

On/Off switch

Control panel

Output magazine
guide

bottle for
cover slip mountant

Input door

Height-adjustable instrument feet

Maintenance
door

Output magazines

Cover slip
magazine

Dispenser
Park position

Fig. 2

Loading bath
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3. Instrument Components and Specifications

Electrical connection values

Power supply voltage: 100 to 240 V AC, ± 10 %

Power frequency: 50 to 60 Hz

Max. input power: approx. 100 VA

Fuse: thermoelectric, integrated in the main power switch

Tripping current: 5 A

IEC 1010 classifications: Protective class 1

Pollution degree 2

Overvoltage category II

Connections: RS 232C, service interface

Operating conditions

Temperature range: 10 °C - 35 °C

Absolute humidity: 10 % - 80 % (non-condensing)

Storage temperature range: 5 °C - 55 °C

Storage humidity: < 80 %

Dimensions and weights

Width: 420  mm

Depth: 600  mm

Height: (with lid closed) 550  mm

Weight: approx. 57  kg

Performance

Specimen slide throughput: 1 specimen slide in approx. 9 sec.

Suitable specimen slides: high-quality specimen slides*

Suitable cover slips: 22 - 24 mm x 40 - 60 mm

Cover slip magazine capacity: depends on the thickness/composition of the cover slip

Mountant bottle capacity: 250  ml

Max. fill quantity: 200 ml

Application quantity: individually adjustable

Mountant types: all commercial mountants**

* Contact your supplier for additional information!

** Recommendation: Leica CV UltraTM

3.2 Technical data
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3. Instrument Components and Specifications

3.3 Standard delivery—packing list

The standard equipment of the Leica CV5030 consists of the following parts: Cat. No.

1 Basic instrument 14 0478 39700

1 Dispensing group consisting of: 14 0478 39402

3 Nozzles (21 G, 20 G, 18 G)

1 Dispenser

1 Accessory kit consisting of: 14 0478 39734

1 Leica brush 14 0183 30751

1 Allen key, size 3.0 14 0222 04138

1 single-head wrench, size 13 14 0330 37628

1 set of power cables:

1 Power cable "UK" ST/BU F-5A 14 0411 27822

1 Power cable "Germany" 14 0411 13558

1 Power cable "USA-Canada-Japan" 14 0411 13559

1 Active carbon filter (xylene) 14 0422 30673

1 Nozzle cleaner, complete 14 0478 40941

2 Bottles for cover slip mountant with lids, 250 ml 14 0464 36537

1 Specimen slide holder 30, plastic, pack of 5 14 0475 33643

1 Cross spirit level 14 0464 37056

1 Cover for loading bath 14 0478 39584

1 Cover slip catch tray 14 0478 39585

1 Removal magazine 30, pack of 4 14 0478 39586

1 Loading bath for specimen slide holder 14 0478 39592

1 Bath insert for Leica specimen slide holder 30 14 0478 39593

1 Suction cup, pack of 2 14 0478 39701

2 Cover slip magazines, multi-size TM 40-60 x 22 mm 14 0478 39748

2 Cover slip magazines, multi-size TM 40-60 x 24 mm 14 0478 39749

1 Container for priming solution 14 0478 39789

1 Exhaust hose, 3 m 14 0478 39820

1 Operating Manual for Leica CV5030 14 0478 80001

Carefully check the delivery against the packing list and the delivery note. Should you find any
discrepancies, please contact your Leica sales office without delay.
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4. Initial Commissioning

4.1 Location requirements

The location for the Leica CV5030 Robotic Coverslipper must meet the following requirements:

• Stable, vibration-free laboratory bench with horizontal and level tabletop

and largely vibration-free floor. Avoid vibrations, bright direct light and

strong temperature fluctuations.

• The robotic coverslipper requires an installation area of approx. 550 x

600 mm.

• So that the service door can be opened, at least 25 cm of free room is

required to the left of the instrument.

• To ensure that the exhaust hose is connected correctly, at least 15 cm of

free room must be maintained on the rear side of the instrument.

• Room temperature generally between +10 °C and +35 °C.

• Relative humidity 80 % maximum, non-condensing.

• The AC socket used for the power supply must be close to the instru-

ment and easily accessible.

• The instrument should be operated in a fume hood. If this is not possible,

insert the active carbon filter and connect the exhaust hose correctly.

• The robotic coverslipper is suitable for operation in enclosed rooms only.

• The installation location must be well ventilated, and must
contain no sources of ignition of any kind. The chemicals used
in the Leica CV5030 are easily inflammable and hazardous to
health.

• The instrument must not be operated in areas at risk of explosion.
• Exposure to extreme temperature changes between storage and

installation locations and high air humidity may cause condensa-
tion inside the instrument. In this case, a two-hour waiting period
must be maintained before switching on the instrument.
If the waiting period is not maintained, the unit may be damaged.
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4.3.1 Removing the transport anchors

• Remove the transport anchors.

• Level the instrument.

• Insert the filter and attach the exhaust hose.

• Install the dispenser group.

• Align the nozzle relative to the specimen slide.

• Install the nozzle cleaner.

• Connect to the power supply.

4. Initial Commissioning

•    Grab hold of the bottom of the instrument on

each side (have at least 2 persons do this)

and place it on a stable laboratory table.

• When doing so, ensure that the instrument is

standing on all four feet.

• Pull the plastic protective hood off of the in-

strument by pulling upwards and remove the

two adhesive strips (20).

• Remove the foam safeguard (21) for the lift.

• Open the loading door (65) and remove the

foam cover for the loading bath.

• Ensure that the provided accessories are

complete in accordance with the order.

4.2 Unpacking and installation

Fig. 3

4.3 Preparing and adjusting the instrument

20

21

• Use the following accessories:

• Mountant bottle

• Cover slip catch tray

• Cover slip magazine

• Output magazines

• Loading bath

• Refill consumables.

65

Fig. 4

• Open the service door (28) on the left of

the instrument and remove the foam

transport anchor (50) located behind the

drive for the loading bath.

28

50

To commission the instrument, carry out the following tasks:
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• Open the hood and place the spirit level (26)

provided onto the work surface as shown in

Fig. 6, detail 1.

• By screwing or unscrewing the instrument

feet (27) (detail 2 in Fig. 6), make sure the in-

strument is level in both directions. Check this

using the spirit level.

Transport anchor (24) for cover
slip transfer module

Transport anchor (25) for the
gripper

To remove the safeguards,
unscrew and remove screws (22)
and (23).
Remove the transport anchor (25)
while holding the gripper tight-
ly and set it down slowly.

24

25

23

22

4.3.2 Leveling the instrument

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

We recommend keeping the transport anchors and screws close to the instrument. The parts
can be stored (in the clear plastic bag provided) in the service door.

27

26

• Move the instrument to its final

location on the work surface.

When doing so, ensure that the

instrument is standing on all four

feet.

Detail 2

Detail 1

4. Initial Commissioning

25
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4. Initial Commissioning

4.3.3 Vent system

IMPORTANT!
For dry coverslipping, the active car-
bon filter should be replaced twice a
year.

For operation with xylene in the bath
(without fume hood, with exhaust
hose), the active carbon filter must be
replaced at least four times a year!

Fig. 7

Inserting the active carbon filter

• Unscrew the knurled screw (34) on the ser-

vice door (28) on the left of the instrument.

Now open the service door towards the left

(Fig. 7).

• Then, unscrew the screw (29) of the filter cov-

er (30) using a size 3 Allen key and pivot the

cover upwards.

• You can write down the date of use on the

filter label (31).

• Insert the filter, close the cover (30) and

secure it in place using the screw (29).

• Finally, close the service door and retighten

the knurled screw.

28

Enlarged detail:
Installing the exhaust

hose (70).
The filter cover
(30) and filter (32)
have been re-
moved to show
the connecting
piece (33).

29

30

31

Either operate the instrument in a fume hood or

insert the active carbon filter and connect the

exhaust hose correctly.

70
33

Filter label

32

31

34

Attaching the exhaust hose (detail in Fig. 7)

• For installation, push the exhaust hose (70)

onto the pipe (33) as far as it will go; the pipe

is on the rear side of the service door (28).
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4.3.4 Installing the dispensing group/dispenser

•    Plug the cable (37) from the dispenser valve

into the socket (43) and screw it in place using

the knurled screw (38) (see detail).

• Screw the cover (40) onto the mountant bottle

(44, Fig. 10) and plug the mountant bottle into

the holder (45) (Fig. 10).

4. Initial Commissioning

Fig. 8

43

42

41

36

37

38

35

Fig. 9

• Remove the dispensing group (Fig. 8) from the

packaging and keep the three nozzles (Fig. 12)

in a safe place.

• Insert the dispenser (35) into the holder (39)

for the prime position (Fig. 10, page 18).

• Connect the pressure hose (36) from the cov-

er of the mountant bottle (37) to the com-

pressed air output (41).

To do so, press the top white ring (42) down-

ward and insert the hose (36) as far as it will

go. Then pull the ring (42) back upwards. The

hose is then connected securely.

40

34

37

39

Dispensing group

35

45

Enlarged
detail:

Compressed
air output

and

Socket for
dispenser
control

When screwing on the lid, make sure
that the sealing ring in the lid of the
mountant bottle fits correctly!
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• Select the nozzle to be used for coverslipping

from the scope of delivery (Fig. 12).

• Insert the nozzle (46) into the nozzle holder (48)

from below and rotate one corner (47 in

Fig. 12) of the nozzle counterclockwise via the

retaining plate (49) (Fig. 11).

44

Inserting the nozzle (Fig.11)

Fig. 11

Installing the dispensing group/dispenser (continued)

Fig. 10

Fig. 12

Nozzle 18 G Nozzle 20 G Nozzle 21 G

47

Scope of delivery of   coverslipping nozzles

• Finally, insert the cable and the air hose into

the holder (45) provided (Fig. 10)

45

48
46

49

4. Initial Commissioning

Make sure that the nozzle fits tightly.
Leaky nozzles can cause bubbles
when coverslipping.
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4.3.5 Aligning the nozzle relative to the specimen slide

Fig. 13

Fig. 14

Aligning the nozzle is necessary to attain

optimum distance to the specimen slide when

applying the cover slip mountant.

This prevents air bubbles from occurring below

the cover slip.

Follow this procedure to align the nozzle:

• De-energize the instrument. To do so, set the

main switch to OFF and disconnect the power

plug.

• Open the service door (28) on the left of the in-

strument as outlined in Chap. 4.3.3 (see Fig. 7).

• Move the dispenser into working position.

• If necessary, remove the cover slip catch

tray.

• By rotating the pulley (51) of the specimen

slide outfeed (52), position the outfeed such

that one of the highest points (55) (see detail)

is exactly below the nozzle (Fig. 14).

• If necessary, carefully move the transfer mod-

ule (53) horizontally by hand accordingly.

55

55
46

Enlarged
detail:

51

52

53

4. Initial Commissioning

28

Caution!
Do not tilt the coverslip transfer
module manually!

• Now check the vertical clearance from the

specimen slide outfeed to the nozzle (Fig. 14).

It should be approx. 0.5 - 0.8 mm.
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• The Allen screw (54, Fig. 16) determines the

distance between the nozzle and the speci-

men slide. It can be adjusted using a size 3

Allen key.

Rotating clockwise decreases the distance;

rotating counterclockwise increases it.

• The change in height per complete turn (360°)

is approx. 0.75 mm in the direction of the turn.

• Now turn the screw (54) downwards (clock-

wise) until the nozzle is exactly at the highest

point (55, Fig. 14) (distance = 0 mm). Several

attempts may be required for this.

• Once this point is reached, return the dispens-

er to rest position and turn the screw (54) one

complete turn counterclockwise using the

size 3 Allen key (56).

• The distance to the nozzle is thus set to the

correct value.

• Finally, reconnect the instrument to the pow-

er supply.

Aligning the nozzle to the specimen slide (continued)

56

54

Fig. 16

57

To set the distance accurately, for example when

nozzles have been replaced, follow this proce-

dure:

• Remove the dispenser (35) from the holder

(57, Fig. 16) and place it in the park position

(= prime position) (39) as shown in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15

39 35

4. Initial Commissioning
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4. Initial Commissioning

4.3.6 Nozzle cleaner

5

62

1 3

4

7

8

9

Parts

Remove the individual components from the

packaging and check them for completeness.

The following must be present:

• Container (1) with lid (10)

• Brush (2) (2x)

• Holder (3) with hollow screw (7) and washer (8)

• Mounting bracket (4) 2 hollow screws (9)

• Plastic pipette (5)

• Size 3 Allen key (6)

10

Fig. 17

Assembly

The nozzle cleaner consists of a container (for the cleaning fluid), into which a brush is inserted. A felt

strip (19) is used to keep the brush moist (using xylene).

15

2 16 10

① ➁ ③

• Now, attach the lid (10) and push it down until

it clicks into place.
• Insert the brush (2) into the container so that

the lateral guides (15) (2 each on the left and

right) fit into the notches (16) provided.

Fig. 18

19

The nozzle cleaner is used to clean excess cover

slip mountant off of the nozzle after each speci-

men slide processed.
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4. Initial Commissioning

11 9

4

12

①

Assembly

To install the holder for the

nozzle cleaner, you must first

remove the transport an-

chors for the coverslip trans-

fer module and the gripper

(see Chapter. 4.3.1, Fig. 4).

For installation, use the

threaded holes (11) of the

transport anchor.

• First, fasten the mounting bracket (4) in the

bores (11) in the housing wall (12) (Fig. 19/2)

using the two screws (9). Make sure that the

mounting bracket is parallel to the edge of the

housing wall (red ellipse).

• Then, fasten the holder (3) on the mounting

bracket using the screw (7) and washer (8).3

7, 8

➁

1

6

➁
Fig. 19

①

• Insert the completely assembled nozzle clean-

er (1) into the holder as shown in Fig. 20/2.

Press down to ensure that the two lateral

mounting clips (17) engage in the notches of

the bracket (audible click).

17

Fig. 20
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4. Initial Commissioning

• After the nozzle cleaner is installed, it must be

aligned relative to the nozzle (13).

• To do so, unscrew the screw (7) using the size 3

Allen key (6) (Fig. 20/1) and align the nozzle clean-

er by moving the bracket (3) sideways until the

nozzle needles (13) move into the correct posi-

tion in the middle of the cleaning port (Fig. 20).

13

14

18

Alignment to the jet needle

Fig. 22

Fig. 21

•    Finally, ensure that the gripper (14) does not

collide with the nozzle cleaner (Fig. 22) during

its movement or that of the transported spec-

imen slide (18).

• If the edge of the specimen slide touches the

lid of the brush holder, you can carry out a fine

adjustment after unscrewing the screws (9)

on the housing wall (Fig. 19/2). To do so, use

the available play in the bores.

• Fill the container with xylene or correspond-

ing xylene substitute. For filling, use the pipette

provided (item 5 in Fig. 17).

Checking for freedom of movement

7
3
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4.3.7 Connecting to the power supply

The instrument MUST be connected to a grounded power socket.
Of the set of power cords supplied, be sure to use only the one that is appropriate for the local
power supply (plug must fit on-site wall outlet).

The unit is dimensioned for:

100 to 240 V AC voltage at 50/60 Hz.

Connecting to power supply

• Make sure that the cover-

slipping machine is

switched off.

The power switch on the

front side must be in the

"0"= OFF position.

All electrical connections are on the left rear side

of the instrument (Fig. 23).

• Insert the correct power cable into the power

input socket (58).

• The serial port (59) is designed to enable con-

nection to the Leica ST5020 (Multistainer)

when the two devices are operated together

as a workstation. (for more information, see

Chapter 5.7.2).

• The interface RS 485 (85) may not be used.

.

58

59

Fig. 23

Cover slip catch tray

The cover slip catch tray (60) is used to hold

cover slips broken by the transfer module.

• Hook the cover slip catch tray into the slide

holder outfeed, inserting it towards the right

as shown in Fig. 24 (52). When working with

the instrument, always ensure that it is seated

properly.

Fig. 24

4.3.8 Inserting the accessories

60

52

4. Initial Commissioning

84

85
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4. Initial Commissioning

Inserting the accessories (continued)

Coverslip magazine

62

61

Fig. 25

• Select a cover slip magazine (62) for the de-

sired cover slip type (width 22 or 24 mm) and

push it into the groove provided for this pur-

pose up to the front limit stop (leaf spring) (61,

Fig. 25).

Fig. 27

63

64

Removal magazine
• Fill the lift (64) with the desired number of

removal magazines (63).

Two size 30 removal magazines or three

size 20 removal magazines fit into the lift.

• At least one 30 removal magazine or two

20 removal magazines must be put into the lift

for work.

Loading bath
• Pull out the loading door (65) by pulling for-

wards and pull out the extension (66).

• Insert the loading bath (68) into the extension

and insert the removable "Leica" slide holder

insert (67, Fig. 27).

• When specimen slide holders from other man-

ufacturers are used, the respective compati-

ble insert must be used(refer to list of optical

accessories beginning on page 62).

Fig. 26

65

66

67

68
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4. Initial Commissioning

• Fill the loading bath (68 in Fig. 27) with xylene*

up to the top edge so that the specimen slides

are covered well.

• Depending on which specimen slides are pro-

cessed, the compatible insert must be insert-

ed into the loading bath.

• Fill the glass vial (69) for the pause position of

the dispenser valve with xylene*.

• Fill the cover slip magazine (62) with compati-

ble cover slips (length 40-60 mm) and insert it.

 • To prevent air bubbles, slowly fill the moun-

tant bottle (44) with coverslipping mountant.

The quantity added should not exceed 200 ml.

ONLY the GLASS bottles included in
the standard scope of delivery may be
used — never PLASTIC containers.

* or xylene substitute, depending on the mountant

Fig. 28

4.3.9 Refilling consumables

44

69

40

62

• For best results, leave the mountant bottle

uncovered in the fume hood for several hours

(ideally, overnight) to degas.

• Screw the lid (40) of the mountant bottle

securely onto the bottle. While doing so, be

careful of the inserted sealing ring (see p. 17)!
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5. Operation

Fig. 29

5.1 Functions of the control panel

It consists of a membrane key-

board with ten pushbuttons, four

LED indicators and a two-line

LCD display.

• It is used to control the func-

tions of the instrument and to

display the software status.

• It indicates the current status

of the coverslipping machine

and operations in progress.

• It enables programming of the

coverslipping operation.

• It displays informational and

error messages.

The control panel

The LED indicators

LED Is illuminated in red as long as the instrument is not ready for coverslipping.

Is illuminated in green when, after the instrument starts up, all preparations

are complete and coverslipping can begin.

LED Is illuminated in green during the coverslipping operation.

Is illuminated in green after the PAUSE button has been pressed, the READY

LED is illuminated in red and an alarm signal is output that can be acknowl-

edged using the RESPOND button.

PAUSED appears in the display.

LED

Is illuminated in red after an error has occurred.

The associated error message appears in the display.LED

LED

LED
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5. Operation

Pressing RESPOND acknowledges an alarm sound.

In READY or PAUSE mode, pressing this button (and holding it for 2s)

switches to the menu for configuring coverslipping parameters.

For additional information, refer to  Chap. 5.4, "The configuration menu".

Switching between A and B in the configuration menu also takes place with

RESPOND.

5.2 Key designations and their functions

The START button starts the coverslipping operation. This is possible in

READY and PAUSE mode only.

After STOP is pressed (display: "STOPPED"), pressing the button reinitializes

the instrument (see Chap. 5.3 "Switching on the instrument").

In the configuration menu, the values of the parameters are increased by

pressing START; for additional information, refer to Chap. 5.4.

Pressing PAUSE interrupts the coverslipping operation (BUSY LED is illumi-

nated). However, processing of the current specimen slide finishes before

the instrument switches to PAUSE mode.

Then the READY LED is output and an alarm sounds.

STOP interrupts the coverslipping operation immediately. The ERROR LED is

illuminated in red—the display shows STOPPED.

To resume working, you have to reinitialize the instrument using START.

Refer to Chap. 5.3, "Switching on the instrument".

Pressing LIFT moves the output magazine into the removal position.

The function is disabled while the BUSY LED is illuminated.

After the output magazine reaches the removal position, all speci-
men slides must be removed before the process can be resumed.
Non-observance can lead to damage of the specimen slide.

PAUSED appears in the display. To continue the coverslipping process,

press START.

In the configuration menu, the values of the parameters are decreased by

pressing PAUSE; for additional information, refer to Chap. 5.4.
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This button is used to exit the configuration menu once parameters have

been configured.

Key designations and their functions (continued)

RELEASE COVER SLIP vents the suction cups on the transfer module.

The cover slip is released.

The function is disabled while the BUSY LED is illuminated in green.

Pressing RELEASE SLIDE opens the gripper jaws as long as the button is

held down.

The function is disabled while the BUSY LED is illuminated in green.

Pressing the PRIME key opens the dispensing valve as long as the key is

pressed.

The function is disabled while the BUSY LED is illuminated in green.

VENT MOUNTANT vents the bottle with mountant.

The function is disabled while the BUSY LED is illuminated in green.

RELEASE COVER SLIP

RELEASE SLIDE

PRIME

VENT MOUNTANT

STANDBY

5. Operation

If the user is in a submenu, pressing STANDBY exits the submenu
WITHOUT saving values.
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5.3 Switching on the instrument

The instrument initializes. The installed software version is

shown in the display. The READY LED is illuminated in red.

The user is prompted to check the loading bath after the ini-

tialization. To do so, open the door, pull out the loading bath,

remove the lid if necessary, and remove the empty specimen

slide holder (Fig. 26).

When the loading bath is pulled out, "BATH NOT READY"

appears in the display—push in the loading bath and close the

door.

The dispenser is in working position.

The user is prompted to move the dispenser into prime

position.

The dispenser is in prime position. The user is prompted to

press the PRIME button in order to create pressure in the dis-

penser system (using the coverslipping mountant).

Press the PRIME button until coverslipping mountant escapes

from the nozzle. The dispenser valve remains open for as long

as the button is held down. The coverslipping mountant is col-

lected in the glass vial (69).

The user is prompted to move the dispenser back into working

position.

Move the power switch on the front side to the ON = I posi-

tion. This is followed by a beep.

The initialization described below is also carried out in its en-

tirety after pressing START, if the instrument was previously

stopped using the STOP button (display reads STOPPED).

�

While pressure is being built up, ACTIVATING appears in the dis-

play; this display disappears once sufficient pressure is present.

�

The initialization is completed. The instrument is ready to use.

You can begin coverslipping by pressing START.

5. Operation
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5.4 The configuration menu The configuration menu is used to configure the parame-

ters with which the instrument works.

You can reach the configuration menu by pressing and

holding down the RESPOND button for two seconds.

The configuration menu consists of two submenus: MENU

A (Fig. 30) and MENU B (Fig. 31).

The active submenu (71) is displayed in the right half of the

top display line.

In the left half of the upper display line, SET: indicates for

which parameter set (72) the current parameters are dis-

played.

There are four parameter sets (SET 1 through SET 4).

The bottom line in the display shows the following param-

eters in MENU A:

STK - Stroke length of the coverslipping mountant

VOL - Quantity of the coverslipping mountant

TYP - Pressure in the dispensing unit

LEN - Correction of the stroke length (of the coverslipping

mountant)

Fig. 30

7172

Press and
hold for 2 s

�
�

Press 1 x

Fig. 31

In MENU B, you can select the following parameters:

CSP - Cover slip placement position

STP - Start position of the coverslipping mountant stroke

SPK - Volume of the audible warning signals and the

alarm

LIM - Adjustment of the limit value for cover slips

To toggle between the two submenus, press RESPOND.

5. Operation
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5. Operation

The configuration menu (continued) 5.4.1 Configuring parameter SETs

5.4.2 Setting menu A parameters

�

�

There are a total of four parameter sets (SET 1 to

SET 4) that can be stored in the instrument.

Pressing the START button calls up the respec-

tive next (higher) parameter set.

Pressing the Pause button calls up the respec-

tive next (lower) parameter set (Fig. 32).

To modify the individual parameters, you first

have to press the button in the second line below

the respective parameter.

Fig. 32

Fig. 33

�

Example:

To modify the stroke length (STK) of the coverslip-

ping mountant, press the RELEASE COVERSLIP

button (Fig. 33).

Press 1 x The corresponding menu appears in

the display. The left-hand side of the

top line specifies the parameter set

to which the value is assigned.

The value (73) can be modified in a

way similar to that shown in

(Fig. 33) using the buttons START (in-

creases the value by one increment)

and Pause (decreases the value by

one increment).

73

� �

�
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Mountant Stroke — stroke length of the coverslipping mountant

Mountant Stroke: 40  = 28 mm

stroke length

Mountant Stroke: 50  = 38 mm

stroke length

Mountant Stroke: 55  = 43 mm

stroke length

Mountant Stroke: 60  = 48 mm

stroke length

The application of the coverslipping mountant begins at approx. 6mm, to compensate for

differences between makes of specimen slide and moves toward the label field (Fig. 34).

Mountant Volume — volume of the coverslipping mountant

The opening time of the dispenser is adjusted de-

pending on the cover slip size and stroke length.

Label field
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The quantity of the coverslipping mountant is adapt-

ed to the cover slip length.

Fig. 34

The quantity of the coverslipping mountant applied also depends on the composition of

the mountant (e.g. viscosity) and the ambient conditions.

Adjustment options for the opening time:  In increments of 1 from 1 (short)  —>  9 (long).

�

�

Pressing the RESPOND button exits the respective menu and saves the
setting.

Pressing the STANDBY button exits the menu without saving.

approx. 6 mm
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5. Operation

Stroke Length Corr — stroke length correction of the coverslipping mountant

Adjusting the correction value by "-10" results in a

reduction of the stroke length by 1 mm.

The beginning of the stroke always remains at

approx. 6 mm, the reduction of the stroke is mea-

sured from the label field (Fig. 35).

Mountant Type — dispensing pressure of the coverslipping mountant

This adjusts the pressure in the dispensing unit for

the coverslipping mountant.�

�

Adjustment options for the pressure:  In increments of 1 from  1 = 100 mbar to

10 = 1000 mbar

An increase of "1" increases the pressure by 100 mbar.

The pressure in the dispensing unit depends on the coverslipping mountant used and the

ambient conditions.

Here, you can configure a correction for the length

of the application stroke of the coverslipping moun-

tant on the specimen slide.

Adjustment options for the stroke length:

In increments of 10 from: 0 = no change to

-100 =  reduction by 10 mm

The application quantity is not changed,
but only the length of the coverslip moun-
tant stroke.

Example:
For a size 40 cover slip, the
normal stroke length is
28 mm.
The setting "-10" means a
reduction of the stroke
length by 1mm.

approx. 6 mm

-1mm

28
m

m

Label field

27
m

m

Fig. 35
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Coverslip Position Corr — correction of the cover slip placement position

30 = +3 .0 mm

25 = +2.5 mm

20 = +2 .0 mm

 15  = +1.5 mm

10 = +1 .0 mm

5 = +0.5 mm

0  =    0.0 mm

5.4.3 Setting menu B parameters

Label field

0

Here, you can adjust or modify the position at which

the cover slip is placed on the specimen slide.�

�

Speaker Volume Level

Adjusts the volume of the audible signals (button

sounds and alarms).�

The alarm sounds and audible signals
of the buttons cannot be disabled
completely.

Fig. 36

2 mm
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Adjustment options for the volume:

In increments of 1 from 1 (quiet)  —>  3 (loud).

Adjustment options for the cover slip position:

In increments of 5 from: -30 = -3.0mm  to +30 = +3.0 mm

Positive values mean a shift of the placement point
towards the label field.

The value "0" corresponds to a distance of approx. 2 mm from the edge of the specimen

slide (Fig. 36). The cover slip is placed toward the label field.

-30  = -3 .0 mm

-25  = -2.5 mm

-20  = -2 .0 mm

-15  = -1.5 mm

-10  = -1 .0 mm

  -5  = -0.5 mm

5. Operation
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Coverslip Limit Adjust — adjusting the limit value for coverslips

Adjustment procedure: place a cover slip stack of the desired height (approx. 30 - 40 pieces)

into the cover slip magazine. Then, press the START button!

Stroke Position Corr — start position correction of the coverslipping mountant

-100 = -10 mm

-90   = -9 mm

-80 = -8 mm

... = ...

    0 =   +6 mm

  ... = ...

 80 = +8 mm

  90 = +9 mm

  100 = +10 mm

�

Label field

0

Fig. 37
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Positive values mean a shift of the starting point
towards the label field.

Here, you can configure a correction for the position

at which the application stroke of the coverslipping

mountant on the specimen slide is to begin.

The value ‘0’ corresponds to a distance of

approx. 6 mm from the edge of the speci-

men slide (Fig. 37). The coverslipping

mountant is applied toward the label field.

�

Here, you can configure the limit value for the

COVERSLIPS LOW display. This is a universal value

that applies for all parameter sets.

�

The new limit value is stored. As confirmation, MENU B appears in the display.

If this value is reached during coverslipping, the message COVERSLIPS LOW is displayed.

The cover slip magazine should be refilled.

The transfer module moves to the cover slip maga-

zine and lowers itself down to the top cover slip. It

then returns to the original position.

The setting of the limit value for the COVERSLIPS LOW display is a universal
value that is valid for all parameter sets (SET 1 through SET 4).

5. Operation
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Exiting the configuration menu

• When all values have been checked and configured, press the

STANDBY button to exit the configuration menu.

• The display shows READY along with the most recently edited

parameter set.

• To switch the parameter set, follow the procedure outlined in

Chap. 5.4.1, Configuring parameter SETS (p. 32).

�
�

5. Operation

5.4.4 Parameter settings for various cover slip mountants

The table on the following pages is a compilation of parameter settings for coverslipping
mountants from various manufacturers.
These values are merely a recommendation that can be affected by many factors at the loca-
tion of the instrument.

The data listed in the table were measured under the following conditions:

Wet coverslipping, bath liquid:  xylene

Room temperature: 25 °C

Section thickness of the specimens: approx. 3 μm

Cover slip size: 50 mm

“Mountant Stroke” setting: 50

As a result of different location and working conditions, such as higher room temperature,
great height or extreme humidity, the values specified here may not provide the desired results
and have to be optimized.
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5. Operation

Brand name Manufacturer Mountant Mountant Nozzle Correction

type volume size values

   Xylene-based:

Entellan NEW Merck

DPX BDH Laboratory Supplies England

DPX Merck

Vitro-Clud R. Langenbrinck

Permount Fisher Scientific

Histofluid Marienfeld

CV Mount Leica

Quick-D Klinipath b.v.

Consul-Mount Shandon

Hico-Mic Hirtz & Co. Cologne

Pertex Medite

DePex BDH Laboratory Supplies

England, Gurr

Eukitt O. Kindler GmbH & CO. Freiburg

Micromount Surgipath

Protocol Xylene

coverslipping mountant Fisher Health Care

Poly Mount Poly Scientific

   ST Ultra-based:

CV Ultra Leica

20

18

18

18

21

18

20

20

18

18

20

18

20

20

21

18

18

1-2

3

2

2

1

2

2

3

2

3

1

5

6

6

1

1

3

10

8

6

8

4

8

10

10

10

10

8

10

10

10

4

8

10

LEN: -40

STP: +40

LEN: -50

LEN: -50

LEN: -100

STP: -50

LEN: -50

LEN: -50

LEN: -50

STP: +50

LEN: -50

LEN: -50

LEN: -50

LEN: -50

The information in the "Correction values" column is valid for the following settings:
LEN (menu A, STROKE LENGTH CORR) = Correction of the stroke length of the coverslipping
mountant. STP (menu B, COVERSLIP POS. CORR) = Correction of the start position of the cover-
slipping mountant.

Parameter settings for various coverslipping mountants (continued)
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5. Operation

Brand name Manufacturer Mountant Mountant Nozzle Correction

type volume size values

   Toluene-based:

Coverslipping mountant Richard Allan Scientific 10 2 21

toluene

Acrylmount toluene Anapath Stat Lab 8 4 21

Acrytol coverslipping Surgipath 8 7 21 LEN: -50

mountant toluene

Cytoseal 280 Stephens Scientific 10 8 21 LEN: -50

Coverslipping mountant

toluene

Coverslipping mountant T Acra Lab 4 2 21 LEN: -100

Toluene or

4 1 21 LEN: -50

Protocol Secure Mount Fisher Health Care 5 3 20 LEN: -50

coverslipping mountant STP: -50

toluene

Protocol Fisher Scientific Company 1 1 21 LEN: -50

coverslipping mountant

toluene

Not recommended:

Neo-Mount:

(tested with Neo-Clear/Merck)

Roti-R-Histokitt

(tested with Rotihistol/Roth)

Dry coverslipping       more

High temperature (> 28 °C)       less

Low temperature (< 2 °C)       more

These coverslipping mountants have a very low viscosity that is not

suitable for coverslipping machines. Therefore, the mountant is not

applied uniformly, and excess mountant escapes from the cover slip.

Cytology more

Single-layer cytology less

Cover slip size 40 mm less or shorter stroke length

Cover slip size 60 mm much more or longer stroke length

Optimized volume settings for other coverslipping conditions depend on and are affected by a variety of
factors:

Effect on the

volume setting

Coverslipping

condition

Effect on the

volume setting

Coverslipping

condition

Reason:
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The user is prompted to move

the dispenser into prime posi-

tion (park position).

Move the dispenser into the

prime position (park position).

The user is prompted to press

the PRIME button in order to

create the working pressure in

the dispenser system.

Press the PRIME button.

The working pressure is built up

in the dispenser system.

Wait until the working pressure

is reached. You can continue

working by pressing START.

5.5 Displays – status messages

The display of the Leica CV5030 is used to display status and error messages that provide
information about the current status of the instrument.
Status messages always appear in the bottom line of the display. The top line displays the
operating status of the instrument. Therefore, the actual display may in some instances differ
from that shown in the table.
The following table compiles all status messages. In addition, it indicates to the user which
action to carry out.
All error messages displayed on the control unit of the device are listed in Chapter 7,
"Malfunctions" (p. 61).

Appears after the instrument is

switched on. Indicates that the

instrument is being initialized.

The user is prompted to check

the loading bath.

The bath drawer is open.

Do not press any button; wait

until the next message appears.

Open the door towards the front

and pull out the bath; re-insert

the bath and close the door.

Push in the drawer and close

the door.

Display Cause                      Action
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Status messages (continued)

The user is prompted to press

the PRIME button in order to fill

the dispenser with mountant.

Press PRIME.

The dispenser valve remains

open for as long as the button is

held down.

The user is prompted to move

the dispenser into working posi-

tion.

Move the dispenser into work-

ing position.

The initialization is complete

and the instrument is ready to

operate.

By pressing START, you can

start coverslipping if the dis-

played parameter set is correct.

The user has pressed the PAUSE

button and the current coverslip-

ping operation is completed.

Wait until the instrument is in

pause mode.

The instrument is in pause mode.

The alarm sounds. The READY LED

is illuminated in red, the PAUSE

LED is illuminated in green.

Acknowledge the alarm using

the RESPOND button. You can

continue working by pressing

START.

Display Cause                      Action

The instrument is in pause mode.

No output magazine is present or

all output magazines are full.

Check the lift. Empty the output

magazines or insert new ones.

Press START to continue working.

The number of cover slips has

fallen below the cover slip limit.

The instrument continues to

work until the PAUSE button is

pressed or all cover slips have

been used up.

Press PAUSE to interrupt cover-

slipping and refill the cover slip

magazine. Press START to con-

tinue working.

5. Operation
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Status messages (continued)

The instrument is in pause

mode. Coverslipping has been

canceled because the cover

slip magazine is empty.

Refill the cover slip magazine.

You can continue working by

pressing START.

The instrument is in pause

mode. There is no loading bath

in the bath drawer.

Insert a loading bath. You can

continue working by pressing

START.

The instrument is in pause mode

because the vacuum could not

be reached in the dispenser

system.

Check the mountant bottle/dis-

penser system for leaks and

change the O-ring if necessary.

The instrument is in pause mode

because the working pressure

could not be reached in the dis-

penser system.

Check the mountant bottle/dis-

penser system for leaks and

change the O-ring if necessary.

A specimen slide could not be

gripped.

Check whether the specimen

slides are correctly inserted into

the specimen slide holder. If the

message appears more than

once even though the specimen

slide has been inserted correctly,

contact Leica service.

Display Cause                      Action

5. Operation

The user has pressed the VENT

MOUNTANT button.

Wait until the vacuum is

reached. You can continue

working by pressing START.

At least three cover slips in a

row are defective.

Check the cover slips in the cov-

er slip magazine and clean the

sensor. If the message appears

more than once even though the

cover slips are correct, contact

Leica service.
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Status messages (continued)

The user has pressed the STOP

button.

Clear out the entire instrument.

To resume working, press

START and carry out the initial-

ization.

The coverslipping job has been

ended with the parameter set

displayed.

Remove the cover slipped spec-

imen slides.

Indicates that a specimen slide

holder is being processed that

has been transferred from the

staining machine.

Wait for the job to end.

The following status messages are displayed only if the instrument is connected to a staining
machine (Leica ST5010 or Leica ST5020) via a transfer station.

At least two specimen slide

holders are in the transfer

station.

Empty the transfer station.

The TS5015 Transfer Station is

blocked by a specimen slide

holder.

Empty the transfer station.

5. Operation

Display Cause                      Action
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74

5.6 Coverslipping

65

68 Fig. 38

• The instrument must be started and initialized,

see Chap. 5.3.

• Check the cover slip magazine and the bottle

with coverslipping mountant to ensure ade-

quate supply.

• Check the solvent in the container (nozzle

cleaner) and refill if necessary.

• For wet coverslipping, open the loading bath

with xylene, xylene substitute or toluene.

If not enough cover slips are present
after the instrument is initialized, this
will not be recognized until the first
specimen slide is coverslipped!

• Insert the dispenser into the coverslipping

position and check to ensure that the nozzle

does not collide with the nozzle cleaner.

• Check the output magazines for sufficient

holding capacity.

• The cover slip drip tray must fit securely on

the specimen slide outfeed. Otherwise, prob-

lems may result when ejecting the cover-

slipped specimen slides.

• Ensure that the correct parameter set has

been selected and is displayed.

• Place the slides in the specimen slide holder

so that the side to be coverslipped points to

the front of the unit. The specimen slides

should be in the positioned loosely and straight

in the magazine.

• Open the loading door (65) in front of the load-

ing bath (68) and pull out the guide rail. If the

loading bath is not in the front position, it will

automatically be transported to this position.

• Now pull the loading bath out of the instrument

on the guide rails and place the filled speci-

men slide holder (74) into the insert. The side

to be coverslipped with the sections must be

pointing forwards (facing the user).

• Push the loading bath into the instrument and

close the loading door.

5.6.1 Preparation

5. Operation
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5.6.2 Starting the coverslipping process

Pressing the START key:

• The unit now moves the loading bath to the rear and then begins search-

ing the first specimen slide.

• The output magazine is positioned.

• Specimen slides are sequentially coverslipped and moved to sequential

positions of the output magazine (from top to bottom).

The coverslipping process ends after the last specimen slide with
an audible signal and the message "FINISHED" on the display. If
all output magazines are filled before all specimen slides have
been coverslipped, the message CHECK LIFT appears.

• The loading bath is ready for removal of the empty specimen slide

holder.

• The output magazines remain in place at the next available position.

• After the alarm sound is acknowledged with RESPOND, the message

in the display is cleared.

• At the end of the workday and before long work breaks, move the dispens-

er into prime position (park position) to keep the nozzle from drying out.

• An empty specimen slide holder can be removed from the loading bath

and refilled or replaced with a full specimen slide holder.

• If all or individual specimen slide holders are to be removed, use the LIFT

key to raise the output magazines to the removal position.

Removal is not absolutely necessary after each specimen slide holder,

as long as sufficient capacity remains for the next coverslipping cycle

(max. capacity = 60 specimen slides).

CAUTION!
If the output magazines are raised to the removal position by
pressing LIFT, all specimen slides MUST be removed.

5. Operation
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Normal interruption using PAUSE

Press PAUSE to interrupt the coverslipping operation.

• The currently processed specimen slide is completely coverslipped and

pushed into the output magazine.

During this time, the message PAUSING appears in the display.

• The PAUSE LED lights up; the display reads PAUSED, accompanied by

an alarm sound.

• Acknowledge the alarm and shut it off by pressing RESPOND.

• The cover slips and mountant (vent the mountant bottle and prime it after

closing it) can now be refilled.

• With LIFT, output magazines are raised to the removal position and can

be replaced with empty racks.

If the output magazines are raised to the removal position by press-
ing LIFT, all specimen slides must be removed from them!

• For long work breaks, move the dispenser into prime position.

If the dispenser has been moved into prime position, move it back
into working position!

• Using RESPOND (press and hold down for 2 s), you can modify coverslip-

ping parameters in the configuration menu (see chapter 5.4) or select

another parameter set.

• After you open the loading door and pull out the bath guide, the loading

bath is moved into the front position. This changes the operating mode

from PAUSE to READY.

• By pressing START, the coverslipping process can be continued.

5.6.3 Interrupting the coverslipping process

�

5. Operation
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5. Operation

• Using the RELEASE COVER SLIP and RELEASE SLIDE buttons, you can

release any cover slip that has been picked up or a specimen slide held

in the gripper.

• With LIFT, output magazines are raised to the removal position and can

be replaced with empty racks.

If the output magazines are raised to the removal position by press-
ing LIFT, all specimen slides must be removed from them!

• The automatic action of the bath guide is deactivated by pressing STOP.

The bath must be manually pulled from the bath channel if it needs to be

removed.

It is not necessary to remove the loading bath before an initialization.

• To resume working, press START and carry out the initialization as

outlined in Chapter 5, p. 30.

Emergency stop using STOP

• In an emergency or if coverslipping must be interrupted quickly, press

the STOP button.

Then, the coverslipping operation is interrupted immediately.

• The READY LED is illuminated in red. The display reads STOPPED,

accompanied by an alarm sound.

• Acknowledge the alarm using RESPOND (sound is switched off).

�
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5. Operation

Cover slip broken

• The cover slip sensor between the suction cups in the transfer module

automatically detects defective cover slips. The transfer module places

them in the cover slip drip tray on the specimen holder outfeed.

• After a new cover slip is received, the process is automatically contin-

ued.

• If three successive broken cover slips are identified, the coverslipping

operation is interrupted. The READY LED is illuminated in red and

the PAUSE LED is illuminated in green. The display reads PAUSED

COVERSLIP BROKEN, accompanied by an alarm sound.

• Acknowledge the alarm and shut it off by pressing RESPOND.

• Check the quality of the cover slips in the cover slip magazine and refill

with new cover slips if necessary.

• Then, continue the coverslipping operation by pressing START.

5.6.4 Process-based interruptions

Empty coverslip magazine

If the number of cover slips falls below the configured cover slip limit, the

instrument continues to work until the PAUSE button is pressed or all cover

slips have been used up. The message COVERSLIPS LOW appears in the

display.

• When all cover slips are used up, the transfer module moves into resting

position.

• The READY LED light up in red and PAUSE lights up in green; the display

reads PAUSED CS EMPTY, accompanied by an alarm sound.

• Acknowledge the alarm and shut it off by pressing RESPOND.

• Refill the cover slip magazine with more cover slips; afterwards, resume

the coverslipping operation by pressing START.

�
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5. Operation

Process-based interruptions (continued)

Output magazine full

If all output magazines in the lift are full, the instrument automatically

switches to PAUSE mode after the last available position is filled.

• The READY LED is illuminated in red and the PAUSE LED is illuminated in

green. The display reads PAUSED CHECK LIFT, accompanied by an

alarm sound indicating that the output magazine has to be emptied or is

missing.

• Acknowledge the alarm and shut it off by pressing RESPOND.

• Press the LIFT button and move the output magazines into the removal

position.

• Remove the full output magazines and insert empty magazines. After-

wards, you can continue working as in normal PAUSE mode by pressing

START.

The specimen slide cannot be gripped.

If the gripper fails to grab hold of a specimen slide after three attempts, the

device automatically switches to PAUSE mode.

The READY LED is illuminated in red; the PAUSE LED is illuminated in green.

The display reads PAUSED CHECK SLIDES, accompanied by an alarm

sound indicating that coverslipping cannot continue.

• Acknowledge the alarm and shut it off by pressing RESPOND.

• Open the door of the loading bath and check the specimen slide holder

to ensure that the individual specimen slides are inserted correctly and

loosely.

• If everything is OK, you can continue working as in normal PAUSE mode

by pressing START.

If the message appears more than once even though the specimen
slide is correct, contact Leica service.
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5. Operation

Process-based interruptions (continued)

Pressure or vacuum cannot be reached

If the dispenser system cannot reach the intended pressure or vacuum after

a certain time, the instrument automatically switches to PAUSE mode.

• The READY LED is illuminated in red; the PAUSE LED is illuminated in

green. Depending on the error that has occurred, the display reads

PAUSED BOTTLE VACUUM or PAUSED BOTTLE PRESSURE, accompa-

nied by an alarm sound indicating that coverslipping cannot continue.

• Acknowledge the alarm and shut it off by pressing RESPOND.

• Check the entire dispenser system for leaks.

To do so, check the following:

• Whether the O-ring is inserted in the cover of the coverslipping

mountant and intact.

• Whether the connections of the air hose are tight.

• If everything is OK, you can continue working as in normal PAUSE mode

by pressing START.
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5. Operation

5.7 CV5030 with transfer station

5.7.1 Operation as ST 5010 – CV5030 workstation

Optionally, the coverslipping machine can be connected via a transfer station (TS) to a
Leica ST5010 (Autostainer) or ST5020 (Multistainer) staining machine.
Both units then work together as a workstation, but there are differences in how the individual
instruments work together.

• The message STAINER PROC appears

on the display.

After the coverslipping operation, the

empty specimen slide holder is trans-

ferred back to the TS5015 and depos-

ited on the chute (78).

The display reads READY.

• If intervention is required, the alarm

of the CV5030 sounds until the user

takes action according to the mes-

sage on the display. Acknowledging

the message by pressing the

RESPOND button is not sufficient to

shut off the alarm.

• The prerequisite for continuous

reloading of specimen slide holders by

the transfer station from the stainer

is that no rack was manually placed

in the loading bath.

• If a specimen slide holder is waiting

in the unload station of the stainer to

be transferred to the CV5030 while, at

the same time, a manually loaded rack

is in the CV5030 the CHECK BATH mes-

sage appears and the instrument

switches to PAUSE mode.

Workstation operation cannot contin-

ue until the manually loaded specimen

slide holder is removed.

In this case, both instruments are connected to each

other by a TS 5015 Transfer Station.

• Finished specimen slide holders (77) are transported

by a transfer arm (76) from the unload station (75) of

the autostainer into the CV5030. There, they are

coverslipped.

Fig. 39

75

76

77

78
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• For this purpose, plug a

connector of the serial

cable (87) for the Multi-

stainer into the socket

(86.1)   marked “CV” on

the back of the device.

• Then connect to the

CV5030 by plugging the

other connector (86.2) on

the cable into the socket

(59) marked “SERIAL”

(Fig. 41) on the back of

the device.

• The interface RS 485 (85)

may not be used.

5.7.2 Operation as ST5020 – CV5030 worksta-
tion

Fig. 40

In this case, both instruments are connected to each other by a TS5025

Transfer Station.

In addition, a serial connection between the two devices must also be pro-

vided, so that the coverslipper (CV5030) can respond to requests from the

Multistainer (ST5020).

• Finished specimen slide holders (77) are depos-

ited in the exit station (80) of the multistainer

(see Fig. 41).

• Every 5 to 10 seconds, a request to process a

specimen slide holder is sent by the ST5020 to

the CV5030.

• A request is accepted by the CV 5030 only if

no interaction by the user (e.g. priming, emp-

tying output magazines) is required or the

CV5030 is not busy with coverslipping.

86.1

86.2

87

59

85

Rear side of ST 5020 Rear side of CV 5030

5. Operation
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5. Operation

5.7.2 Operation as ST5020 – CV5030 workstation

• The ST5020, in turn, detects when the CV5030

is switched off. In this case, the racks are

placed into the unload station (79) of the

ST 5020 and later have to be loaded into the

CV 5030 and coverslipped.

• If the request is accepted, the ST5020 trans-

fers the specimen slide holder (77) to the trans-

port arm (82) of the transfer station. The trans-

port arm transfers the rack into the CV5030 for

coverslipping.

• During coverslipping, the display reads

STAINER PROC.

After the coverslipping operation, the empty

specimen slide holder is transferred back to

the TS5025 and deposited on the chute (81).

The display reads READY.

• The prerequisite for continuous reloading by

the ST5020 is that no rack was placed manu-

ally in the loading bath.

Before manual loading, ensure that no rack is

waiting in the stainer to be coverslipped. If,

despite this, this situation occurs, ensure that

the manually loaded rack is coverslipped first

by the CV5030.

During this time, the specimen slide
holder remains in the stainer or DRY
in the transfer station until the manual
coverslipping job is complete.

Attention!
The programs in the multistainer are
not carried out continuously during
this time.

7981 82 77

Detail:
Transfer of the finished
Rack to the transfer station

80

Fig. 41
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5.7.3 Important instructions for operation as workstation

For continuous workstation operation, note the

following:

Fig. 42

• After two empty specimen slide holders have

been placed on the chute of the transfer sta-

tion, a sensor responds and the message

TS FULL appears in the display.

The user is prompted to remove the empty

racks from the transfer station and coverslip-

ping resumes.

• A total of three racks can be unloaded into the

transfer station. Afterwards, the processing of

additional specimen slide holders is blocked

automatically.

This display reads PAUSED TS FULL. An alarm

sounds that must be acknowledged using the

RESPOND button.

• The loading bath must always be clear.

• Refill consumables in a timely manner.

• Empty full output magazines in a timely manner.

• Regularly remove racks from the output chute

of the transfer station.

83

81

• Remove the racks deposited on the slide (81). To

do so, pull out the drawer (83) of the transfer sta-

tion by pulling it forwards (Fig. 42) and remove

the empty specimen slide holders.

• When the racks are removed, the message

TS FULL is cleared from the display. Reload-

ing by the staining machine is then possible

once again.

Important information on using specimen slide holders from other manufacturers

• In many cases, no CHECK BATH message will

be displayed, as most third-party specimen

slide holders do not have a Leica suspension

by which a sensor can detect the presence of

a rack.

Avoid using specimen slide holders
from other manufacturers in worksta-
tion operation.

• If specimen slide holders from other manufac-

turers are loaded manually, note that the

CV5030 does NOT detect loading automatical-

ly. After coverslipping, the specimen slide hold-

er must be removed from the loading bath man-

ually!

5. Operation

If a specimen slide holder from another
manufacturer is in the loading bath and,
in workstation operation, another spec-
imen slide holder is transported into the
Leica CV5030, a collision can result.
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5.7.4 Interrupting workstation operation

• The PAUSE button has the same function as outlined in Chapter 5.6.3.

• Pressing STOP interrupts the process in an emergency (see Chapter 5.6.3,

p. 47). The rack can remain in the loading bath during reinitialization.

Note that after the coverslipping operation is restarted using START and

the remaining specimen slides are processed, the specimen slide holder

must be removed from the loading bath manually.

If, in workstation operation, specimen slide holders are waiting to
be processed, we recommend first allowing these to be processed
and to coverslip the rack with the remaining specimen slides man-
ually later.

• Pulling out the loading bath also interrupts processing. Press RESPOND

to acknowledge the alarm. Afterwards, an active initialization (START/

PRIME/CHECK LIFT) of the CV5030 by the user is necessary. In this case,

too, remaining specimen slides are to be loaded manually and

processed.

• If there is a power failure, the CV5030 is switched off or the power supply

is interrupted, the remaining racks in the transfer station are not re-

moved automatically (transport chute between TS5025/TS5015 and

CV5030; transport paths in TS5025/TS5015). In this case, it is necessary

for the user to remove the specimen slide holder, as otherwise collisions

may result. If, in the event of a power failure, a specimen slide is in the

loading bath or in the transport chutes/transport paths, these must be

loaded manually as outlined previously and processed.

• The message TS BLOCKED appears only when a Leica ST5010 is used

and indicates to the user that a specimen slide holder is in the TS5015

Transfer Station and has not been transferred.

5. Operation
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6. Maintenance and Cleaning

6.1 Daily start-up of the instrument

• Switch on the Leica CV5030 via the power switch.

The instrument initializes itself automatically (BUSY LED is illuminated).

• After the "CHECK BATH" prompt, check to ensure that the loading bath is

in the correct position and is filled.

Check whether the cover of the loading bath has been removed.

Make sure that there is no specimen slide holder in the loading bath,

then prime.

 • Press the "PRIME" button 1x.

Fig. 43

44

69

62

• Check the xylene level in the glass vial (69) for

priming solution and ensure that the xylene

covers the nozzle tip.

• Press the "PRIME" button until the coverslipping

mountant flows without bubbles. Then, move the

dispenser into the prime position (Fig. 43)

• Check the solvent level in the loading bath (68,

Fig. 27) and refill if necessary to cover the spec-

imen slides up to the label field.

• Check the xylene level in the nozzle cleaner.

• Check the cover slip stack in the cover slip

magazine (62) and refill if necessary.

• Check the mountant bottle (44) for sufficient

supply and refill if necessary.

• Ensure that sufficient output magazines have been inserted.

• Check that the specimen slides are correctly placed in the specimen

slide holder.

• Check that the specimen slide holders have been placed securely into

the insert of the loading bath and that the sections are facing the user.
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6. Maintenance and Cleaning

6.2 Daily cleaning and maintenance

Before each cleaning or maintenance task, switch the instrument
off and unplug it from the power supply. Make sure that no speci-
men slide holder is in the loading bath before switching off the
instrument (main switch!).

• Before switching off the CV5030 via the main switch, carry out the

following:

- Remove the specimen slide holder from the loading bath.

- Remove loading bath and output magazines.

• Empty the bottle for mountant media and thoroughly rinse the dispensing

valve/nozzle with solvent, then blow it clean with air.

• Empty/dry all containers with solvent (particularly the loading bath) or

remove them from the instrument and place them in a suitable vent.

• For lengthy work breaks (e.g. overnight), switch off the instrument via the

power switch.

• Clean the transport arm of the transfer station for the specimen slides

using a lint-free cloth soaked in xylene.

• Empty the cover slip drip tray and clean out any glass shards and splin-

ters or glass dust (wipe using a clean cloth soaked in xylene).

While handling cleaning materials, observe the safety regulations
of the manufacturer and the lab regulations. Do not use any of the
following for cleaning the outside surfaces of the instrument: alco-
hol, detergents containing alcohol, abrasive cleaning powders,
solvents containing acetone, chlorine or xylene!
Clean the hoods and housing using mild commercial household
cleaners. The finished surfaces are not resistant to solvents!
Prevent liquids from entering the interior of the instrument or elec-
trical contacts while the instrument is being cleaned or during
operation.
If solvents remain in the unit after it is de-energized, solvent
vapors can develop. If the unit is not operated using a vent, danger
of fire and poisoning exits!
Dispose of used reagents while observing applicable local
regulations and the disposal regulations of your company/lab.
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6. Maintenance and Cleaning

• After lengthy work breaks and regularly before priming, check
the nozzle for dried residues of the mountant and clean it if
necessary.

• The gripper must be regularly cleaned of mountant residues and
glass fragments.

• Output magazines must be cleaned of mountant residues before
they are inserted.

• The area of the loading bath transport must be regularly
checked for fallen glass fragments, cover slips and mountant.

Do not allow removal magazines to soak in xylene for long periods
(overnight). Wipe them using a cloth soaked in xylene.

• Clean the gripper using a lint-free cloth soaked in xylene.

• If prelabeled specimen slides with labels are used, adhesive residue may

remain on the transfer arm. Dip a wooden swab into xylene and carefully

wipe the chucks of the transfer arm.

• Clean the suction cups and the sensor located between them using a lint-

free cloth soaked in xylene to remove residues of the mountant and glass

dust.  Damaged or very dirty suction cups have to be replaced (see p. 60).

• When refilling the coverslipping mountant bottle (this should preferably

be done at the end of the workday), use a cloth soaked in xylene to wipe

off the dried mountant residue from the inside edge of the bottle as well

as its outside surfaces and edges. Add coverslipping mountant slowly

and carefully to prevent air bubbles in the bottle. The mountant bottle

should be left open overnight to degas before you start up the instrument

again.

• Check that no residue from spilled coverslipping mountant adheres to

the surface of the instrument, and clean up any residue using a cloth

soaked in xylene.

• Remove the xylene bath and make sure that no glass shards and

splinters, glass dust or coverslipping medium is in the area of the bath

transport.

• Check the prime container and empty or refill it if necessary.
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Measure Daily Weekly Quarterly Every 6

months

Clean the nozzle (after initialization in rest position, wipe

using a cloth soaked in xylene/xylene substitute) x

Replace the container of the brush holder x

Remove mountant residue from the removal magazine,

gripper, transport belt using xylene or xylene substitute x

Empty prime container, then fill using xylene or

xylene substitute x

- Change the active carbon filter (working with xylene) x

- Change the active carbon filter (working without xylene) x

Check suction cups, clean and replace if necessary x

Empty the bath, then fill using xylene or

xylene substitute x

Check the cover slip magazine and refill if necessary x

Clean glass shards and splinters from the transport belt/

cover slip catch tray loading chute, interior of the

instrument (entire working area) x

Check coverslipping mountant for air bubbles

(add degassed mountant if necessary!) x

6. Maintenance and Cleaning

6.2.1 Overview of cleaning measures
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To ensure that the Leica CV5030 works properly, carry out the following

steps carefully and thoroughly:

• The cleaning fluid in the container must be

replaced daily (quantity: approx. 5.5 ml).

For filling, use the pipette provided (item 5 in

Fig. 12).

• Every day, remove the used brush and care-

fully clean off clinging coverslipping mountant.

Only brushes that have been cleaned may be

used.

• The container of the brush holder should be

cleaned weekly to remove deposits of dis-

solved coverslipping mountant.

Fig. 45

6.2.3 Cleaning and maintenance instructions for the nozzle cleaner

Replace damaged or deformed suction cups (88).

To do so, remove the old suction cup (by pulling it

downward, Fig. 44) and replace it with a new one.

6.2.2 Cleaning and replacing the suction cups

Fig. 44

Check the suction cups daily for small glass

shards and splinters (caused by broken glass).

Carefully wipe the suction cups using
a cloth soaked in xylene—do not
soak the suction cups in xylene.

6. Maintenance and Cleaning

88
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6.3 Procedure for changing the cover slip mountant

Due to the high pressure when rinsing with xylene, it is necessary
to wear safety goggles when changing the cover slip mountant!

6.3.1 Xylene-based coverslipping mountant  —> xylene-based coverslipping mountant

• Remove the mountant bottle.

• Rinse with 200 ml of xylene.

• Insert the mountant bottle with new mountant (do not forget priming,

hoses must be filled completely).

6.3.2 Xylene substitute-based mountant —> xylene-based mountant

• Remove the mountant bottle.

• Rinse with 200 ml of xylene substitute.

• Rinse with 200 ml 100% ethanol.

• Rinse with 200 ml of xylene.

• Insert the mountant bottle with new mountant (do not forget priming,

hoses must be filled completely).

6.3.3 Xylene-based mountant —> xylene substitute-based mountant

• Remove the mountant bottle.

• Rinse the hose system with 200 ml of xylene.

• Rinse the hose system with 200 ml of 100% ethanol.

• Rinse the hose system with the 200 ml of xylene substitute.

• Insert the mountant bottle with new substitute-compatible mountant

(do not forget to prime, hoses must be filled completely).

Likewise, all parts filled with xylene must be converted to the
substitute (= loading bath, glass vial for parking the nozzle, nozzle
cleaner)!

6. Maintenance and Cleaning

If the sequence of individual substances is not followed, milky/
cloudy clumps in the hose and dispenser system may result. It may
become completely clogged, causing the dispenser function to
fail. In this case, the hoses must be replaced completely.
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7. Malfunctions and Troubleshooting

Display Cause Troubleshooting

Following is a list of the most common problems which can arise while working with the instru-
ment, along with possible causes and troubleshooting procedures.
If errors cannot be corrected using the measures in the table, notify Leica Service support imme-
diately.

Check the specimen slide outfeed.

Check the lift and remove the cause of
the blockage (specimen slide).

Check the gripper and pressure system.
Switch the instrument off and on again.

Switch the instrument off and on
again. Caution! Observe Chapter 6.2.
when switching off the instrument.

Check the transfer module and switch
the instrument off and on again.

Check the cause of the blockage and
remove it.

Check the cause of the blockage and
remove it.

Check the cause of the blockage and
remove it.

Check the cause of the blockage and
remove it.

Check the cause of the blockage and
remove it.

Switch the instrument off and on again.

Push in the loading door.

Clean the cover slip sensor (remove
coverslipping mountant residue)

The specimen slide outfeed is
blocked.

The output lift is blocked.

The gripper tongs are blocked.

The gripper is blocked in its vertical or
rotational movement.

The cover slip transfer module is blocked
in its movement.

The TS5025/TS5015 Transfer Station is
blocked in the x-axis.

The TS5025/TS5015 Transfer Station is
blocked in the z-axis.

The TS5015 Transfer Station is blocked in
the x-axis.

The TS5015 Transfer Station is blocked in
the y-axis.

The TS5015 Transfer Station is blocked in
the z-axis.

Undefined machine status.

The loading door has opened during ini-
tialization.

The cover slip sensor is defective or stuck.

Error 301
SLIDER BLOCKED

Error 303
LIFT IS BLOCKED

Error 305
GR-X BLOCKED

Error 306
GR-Z BLOCKED

Error 311
P&P TIMEOUT

Error 312
TS-X BLOCKED

Error 313
TS-Z BLOCKED

Error 314
TS-AX BLOCKED

Error 315
TS-AY BLOCKED

Error 316
TS-AZ BLOCKED

Error 317
UNDEF. STATUS

Error 318
BATH DRAWER OPEN

Error 319
CS SENSOR DEF.
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8.1 Ordering information

Leica CV Mount, 4 x 250 ml .............................................................................................. 14 0464 30011

Leica ST Ultra - intermedium, 1 10-liter canister .......................................................... 14 0709 36260

Leica CV Ultra  - coverslipping mountant, 6 x 100 ml ................................................... 14 0709 36261

Leica CV Ultra coverslipping mountant, 1 x 250 ml ...................................................... 14 0709 37891

Standard active carbon filter, xylene ............................................................................. 14 0422 30673

Cover slips, 24 x 40, 1000 pieces, in plastic sleeves of 100 .......................................... 14 0711 35635

Cover slips, 24 x 50, 1000 pieces, in plastic sleeves of 100 .......................................... 14 0711 35636

Cover slips, 24 x 55, 1000 pieces, in plastic sleeves of 100 .......................................... 14 0711 35637

Cover slips, 24 x 60, 1000 pieces, in plastic sleeves of 100 .......................................... 14 0711 35638

Nozzle 21 G, extra small, 1 piece .................................................................................... 14 0478 40157

Nozzle 20 G, small, 1 piece ............................................................................................... 14 0478 40158

Nozzle 18 G, large, 1 piece ............................................................................................... 14 0478 40159

Nozzle 16 G, extra large, 1 piece ..................................................................................... 14 0478 40160

Nozzle cleaner, assembly ................................................................................................ 14 0478 40941

Dispenser brush holder set ............................................................................................. 14 0478 40559

Dispenser brush, set of 5 ................................................................................................. 14 0478 41115

Cover slip catch tray ......................................................................................................... 14 0478 39585

Removal magazine 30, (for 30 specimen slides) 4 pcs. ............................................... 14 0478 39586

Removal magazine 20, (for 20 specimen slides) 6 pcs. ............................................... 14 0478 40117

Specimen slide holder loading bath ............................................................................... 14 0478 39592

Loading bath for specimen slide holder loading bath, deep ...................................... 14 0478 39657

Cover for loading bath ...................................................................................................... 14 0478 39584

Cover with cutout .............................................................................................................. 14 0478 40337

Schott bottle with cover ................................................................................................... 14 0464 36537

Cover slip magazine, 40-60 x 24 ....................................................................................... 14 0478 39749

Cover slip magazine, 40-60 x 22 ....................................................................................... 14 0478 39748

Exhaust hose, 3 m ø 32 mm ............................................................................................... 14 0478 39820

Container for priming solution ......................................................................................... 14 0478 39789

Suction cups, pack of 2 .................................................................................................... 14 0478 39701
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Sakura specimen slide holder ........................................................................................ 14 0474 33463

Tray insert Sakura 20 - specimen slide holder for 20 specimen slides .................... 14 0478 36707

Specimen slide holder 30 ................................................................................................. 14 0456 33919

Specimen slide holder 30, pack of 5 ............................................................................... 14 0475 33643

Specimen slide holder 30 ................................................................................................. 14 0475 33750

Bath insert for Leica specimen slide holder 30 ............................................................ 14 0478 39593

Specimen slide holder 20 ................................................................................................. 14 0474 32789

Bath insert Leica 20 - for Leica specimen slide holder 20 .......................................... 14 0478 36706

Specimen slide holder 30, for Varistain adapter .......................................................... 14 0478 38029

Varistain adapter - for Shandon Varistain 24-4 ............................................................ 14 0464 37659

Adapter Varistain/DRS601 ............................................................................................... 14 0464 37058

Tray insert Shandon 20 - for Shandon Gemini, for 20 specimen slides .................... 14 0478 36709

Tray insert Medite 20 - for Medite/Hacker, for 20 specimen slides .......................... 14 0478 36710

Tray insert Medite 30 - for Medite/Hacker, for 30 specimen slides .......................... 14 0478 37263

Tray insert Medite 20/40 - for Medite/Hacker, for 20 and 40 specimen slides ........ 14 0478 39781

Leica TS5025 transfer station for integrating the ST5020 and CV5030 ..................... 14 0478 39710

Leica TS5015 transfer station for integrating the Autostainer XL and CV5030 ........ 14 0506 38050

Baseplate ST5020/CV5030 ............................................................................................... 14 0475 37647

8. Optional Accessories
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Fig. 46

Fig. 47

Leica CV Mount

Coverslipping mountant for all common cover-

slipping machines and manual coverslipping.

4 bottles, 250 ml ea., in carton

Order No. 14 0464 30011

Leica ST Ultra

Leica ST Ultra intermedium was developed as a

xylene substitute for histological specimen

mounting, removal of paraffin from specimens,

and automatic specimen coverslipping. For the

specimen coverslipping application, ST Ultra can

be used only in conjunction with Leica CV Ultra.

1 canister, 10 liters

Order No. 14 0709 36260

8. Optional Accessories

Fig. 48

Leica CV Ultra

1 x 250 ml coverslipping mountant. - For all

common coverslipping machines and manual

coverslipping. Xylene-free.

1 250-ml bottle Order No. 14 0709 37891

6 bottles, 100 ml each, in carton

Order No. 14 0709 36261
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Standard active carbon filter,

for working with xylene

Order No. 14 0422 30673

Cover slips,

of pure white glass of hydrolytic class 1, thick-

ness No. 1 (0.13 - 0.17 mm)

Supply quantity: 1000 pcs. - in plastic sleeves of 100

Size 24 x 40 mm Order No. 14 0711 35635

Size 24 x 5 0 mm Order No. 14 0711 35636

Size 24 x 5 0 mm Order No. 14 0711 35637

Size 24 x 6 0 mm Order No. 14 0711 35638

Fig. 50

Fig. 49

Fig. 51

Nozzle,

21 G, extra small, 1 piece 14 0478 40157

20 G, extra small, 1 piece 14 0478 40158

18 G, extra small, 1 piece 14 0478 40159

16 G, extra small, 1 piece 14 0478 40160

Order No.

21 G 16 G18 G20 G

8. Optional Accessories
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Fig. 52

Nozzle cleaner, assembly

Nozzle cleaner consisting of:

• 1 brush holder (1) with cover (10)

• 2 brushes (2)

• 1 holder (3) with Allen screw (7) and

washers (8)

• 1 mounting bracket (4) with 2 Allen

screws (9)

• 1 Pasteur pipette (7.7 ml) (1)

• 1 Operating Manual, German/English

Order No. 14 0478 40941

1

10

3

7

8

5

9

6

2

Dispenser brush holder,

set

Order No. 14 0478 40559

Fig. 53

Dispenser brush,

set of 5,

Order No. 14 0478 41115

Fig. 54

8. Optional Accessories
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Cover slip catch tray

Order No. 14 0478 39585

Removal magazine 30

for 30 specimen slides, 4 pcs.

Order No. 14 0478 39586

Removal magazine 20

for 20 specimen slides, 6 pcs.

Order No. 14 0478 40117

Fig. 55

Fig. 56

Fig. 57

Fig. 58

Specimen slide holder loading bath

Order No. 14 0478 39592

8. Optional Accessories
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8. Optional Accessories

Fig. 59

Loading bath for specimen slide holder loading

bath, deep.

Note: for use with CV5030 only, not in combina-

tion with ST5020 and TS5025.

Order No. 14 0478 39657

Fig. 60

Cover for loading bath

Order No. 14 0478 39584

Cover with cutout,

for loading bath, only together with bath insert

for Leica specimen slide holder for 30 specimen

slides - 0478 39593

Order No. 14 0478 40337Fig. 61

Schott bottle with cover,

bottle for coverslipping mountant 250 ml,

empty, with cover

Order No. 14 0464 36537

Fig. 62
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Fig. 63

Cover slip magazine,

cover slip magazine multi-size TM with inserts

for holding various common cover slip sizes

40-60 x 22 mm Order No. 14 0478 39748

40-60 x 24 mm Order No. 14 0478 39749

Fig. 64

Exhaust hose,

solvent resistant, flexible, 3 m length, diameter

32 mm

Order No. 14 0478 39820

Fig. 65

Container for priming solution,

container for priming fluid

Order No. 14 0478 39789

Fig. 66

Suction cups,

pack of 2

Order No. 14 0478 39701

8. Optional Accessories
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Fig. 67

Sakura specimen slide holder,

Type: Sakura plastic, 1 piece

Note: when used together with ST4040, use

transport clip 14 0474 34969.

Order No. 14 0474 33463

Fig. 69

Specimen slide holder 30,

Plastic, pack of 5 Order No. 14 0475 33643

Plastic - 1 pc. Order No. 14 0475 33750

Fig. 68

Specimen slide holder 20,

Metal, 1 piece,

Note: when used together with ST4040, use

transport clip 14 0474 34965.

Order No. 14 0474 32789

8. Optional Accessories
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Fig. 70

Specimen slide holder 30,

Modified, plastic, 1 piece,

for Varistain adapter (14 0464 37659)

Order No. 14 0478 38029

Fig. 71

Varistain adapter,

Adapter for Shandon Varistain 24-4,

Note:  For use with Leica specimen slide holder

30, modified, plastic 14 0478 38029, to combine

Varistain 24-4 with CV5030.

Order No. 14 0464 37659

Fig. 72

Adapter for Varistain/DRS601,

Adapter for Sakura DRS-601 and Shandon

Varistain XY,

Note: for use with two Leica specimen slide

holders 20,

Type: Sakura plastic 14 0474 33463, for combining

DRS-601 or Varistain XY with CV5030.

Order No. 14 0464 37058

8. Optional Accessories
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Fig. 73

Bath insert Leica 20,

for Leica specimen slide holders,

for 20 specimen slides

Order No. 14 0478 36706

Fig. 74

Bath insert Sakura 20,

specimen slide holders for 20 slides

Order No. 14 0478 36707

Fig. 75

Bath insert Shandon 20,

for Shandon Gemini, specimen slide holder for

20 specimen slides

Order No. 14 0478 36709

8. Optional Accessories

Fig. 77

Bath insert Medite 30,

for Medite/Hacker, specimen slide holder for

30 specimen slides

Order No. 14 0478 37263

Fig. 76

Bath insert Medite 20,

for Medite/Hacker, specimen slide holder for

20 specimen slides

Order No. 14 0478 36710
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Fig. 78

Bath insert Medite 20/40,

for Medite/Hacker, specimen slide holder for

20 and 40 specimen slides

Order No. 14 0478 39781

8. Optional Accessories

Fig. 79

O-ring

for mountant bottle, 28 x 3 mm, pack of 5

Order No. 14 0253 45452
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9. Warranty and service

Warranty

Leica Biosystems Nussloch GmbH guarantees that the contractual product

delivered has been subjected to a comprehensive quality control procedure

based on the Leica in-house testing standards, and that the product is fault-

less and complies with all technical specifications and/or agreed character-

istics warranted.

The scope of the warranty is based on the content of the concluded agree-

ment. The warranty terms of your Leica sales organization or the organiza-

tion from which you have purchased the contractual product shall apply

exclusively.

Service information

If you are in need of technical customer support or spare parts, please con-

tact your Leica representative or the Leica dealer where you purchased the

instrument.

Please provide the following information:

• Model name and serial number of the instrument.

• Location of the instrument and name of the person to contact.

• Reason for the service call.

• Delivery date.

Shutdown and disposal of the instrument

The instrument or parts of the instrument must be disposed of according to

existing applicable, local regulations.
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